Don’t Miss Out!

Advertise in the Fall Conference issue of the Career Compass job guide and
expand your reach with a mailing to 23,000 AAN members on October 1, 2022.

Neurohospitalist

So, what happened to the old-fashioned telephone
consult? It took some turns on the way, but it’s
definitely back, more robust than ever. Now the
communication tool is video, and the virtual consults
have evolved light years past the services offered by
the general practitioner of yore.

Penn State Health Hampden Medical Center has an excellent opportunity
for a Neurohospitalist to join its developing team at the brand new,
state-of-the-art inpatient facility in Enola, PA, set to open Fall of 2021.
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Neurology is one medical specialty that is especially
well-suited to remote delivery of services. Not only
can some of medicine’s least mobile patients be
treated without leaving their homes, but some of the
most urgent cases—those in the so-called “golden
hour” of stroke treatment—can be immediately
evaluated in hospital settings with no stroke
specialist on site.

If you want to enjoy a high-quality of life while providing care within a community
setting, this is a fabulous opportunity. The new facility with 108 inpatient beds includes
intensive and intermediate care, radiology, labor and delivery, 25 emergency medicine
treatment spaces, 10 observation beds, six operating rooms, and two cath labs.
The area around Penn State Health is a wonderful place to live and enjoy everything it
has to offer. That is why we provide a competitive salary and benefits package, a 7 on/7
off schedule with 12-hour day shifts and NO on call! We offer CME time and funds as
well as life insurance, long-term disability and so much more.

Teleneurology has other, more routine benefits as
well, ranging from a lower cost of service delivery
(because less overhead or infrastructure is needed)
to shorter wait times for patients seeking their first
meeting with a neurologist.

Our ideal candidate will have:
• MD, DO, or foreign equivalent
• Completed an accredited neurology residency
• The ability to acquire state of Pennsylvania licensure
• Fellowship trained in stroke, epilepsy, headache or vascular is preferred but not required
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If you would like more information or send
your CV and cover letter, please contact:
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Anderson Smith
asmith50@pennstatehealth.psu.edu.

Teleneurology—
Welcome to the
Newest Old Way
of Practicing
Medicine
Just in time for the safe distancing requirements
of the COVID-19 response: Teleneurology is ready
and able to deliver remote health care to some of
medicine’s most fragile patients.
Do you remember the old punchline, “Take two
aspirin and call me in the morning?” While that
trope may have been over-used by 1960s-era comics
in their standup routines, it was rooted in a real-life
experience: Doctors who would consult with their
patients on the phone, sometimes eliminating the
need for an in-office visit.

Penn State Health is fundamentally committed to the diversity of our faculty and staff. We
believe diversity is unapologetically expressing itself through every person’s perspectives and lived
experiences. We are an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer. All qualified applicants
will receive consideration for employment without regard to age, color, disability, gender identity or
expression, marital status, national or ethnic origin, political affiliation, race, religion, sex (including
pregnancy), sexual orientation, veteran status, and family medical or genetic information.

And, just when virtual services are needed more
than ever, remote delivery of neurology care
is poised for exponential growth, thanks to the
2018 FAST Act (Furthering Access to Stroke
Telemedicine), which opened the door to an
equalized reimbursement process for telestroke
care, regardless of where the patient is located.
While the kinks are still being worked out, the
bottom line from this development is that hospitals
can better afford to enter a market that in the past
had been sustainable only for private companies.

Two teleneurologists, on two
different paths
Although telestroke and teleneurology are not
new, the range of related career paths are more
varied than ever before. Take the examples of Eric
Anderson, MD, PhD, and Elaine C. Jones, MD,
FAAN, both AAN members who have been active in
furthering teleneurology, but with strikingly different
career paths.
Eric Anderson, MD, PhD—teleneurology as the basis
for a career
Anderson, who attended Emory University for
his residency and epilepsy fellowship, has the
distinction of pioneering the use of an iPhone 4 for
in-hospital teleneurology trials when he was still an
intern in 2010. As he tells it, “When I was a student,
I was infatuated with the idea of telemedicine. If you
believe that every minute counts with telestroke,
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Sold as a “Job Guide Package,” which includes an online ad on AAN.com, print ad in the
Career Compass job guide, one job tweet sent during the conference, and access to the
Neurology Career Center’s candidate CV database.
Find the latest issue of the Career Compass job guide at Careers.AAN.com.
Bundle
Price

Online Ad

Online Ad
Run Dates

Print Ad
Size

Deadline/Print
Due Dates

Print Specs*

Job Guide 30

$1,795

30 days

October 1–30

1/4 page

August 12, 2022

3.375" x 4.69"

Job Guide 60

$2,695

60 days

Custom

1/2 page

August 12, 2022

7" x 4.69"

Job Guide 90

$2,995

90 days

Custom

1/2 page

August 12, 2022

7" x 4.69"

Bundle
Options

Circulation:
Mailing

Approximately 23,000 AAN members

Conference distribution

AAN Fall Conference October 28–30, 2022, in Las Vegas

Online Distribution

Career Compass emailed to 18,000 AAN members on October 3, 2022

* Artwork as a PDF or Word document due by August 12 to careers@aan.com. Full-page advertising only available for $4,495.

To learn about quantity discounts or to order, contact Tabitha Sanbower at:
Careers.AAN.com   

careers@aan.com   

(612) 928-6177

